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CANADA NOW 2020: 
EYES WIDE OPEN 
NEW FILMS  
FROM CANADA
In these troubled, tense, tempestuous times, now is the moment to 
look to your northern neighbor’s film artists for their 2020 visions. 
CANADA NOW 2020 is coming soon, and it features some of Canada’s  
most acclaimed veteran filmmakers as well as some sensational 
emerging cinematic talents.
 
As William Faulkner famously wrote, “The past is never dead. It’s not 
even past.” The films in CANADA NOW 2020 offer diverse, inventive 
explorations of how the past both exists in and shapes the present. 
While its presence can be traumatic, it can also be a source of power 
and inspiration. In dramatic and documentary forms, in tones serious 
and comic, these Canadian filmmakers tell stories that confront that 
gnarled interaction of then and now with cinematic artistry and with 
open eyes and open hearts.
 
Canada Now’s 2020 offerings range from Atom Egoyan’s dark father- 
daughter tale GUEST OF HONOUR and Zacharias Kunuk’s breathtaking  
drama of colonialism in the vast snowy landscapes of Canada’s north, 
ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF NOAH PIUGATTUK, to Sophie Deraspe’s 
astonishing modern update of ANTIGONE (winner of the Best 
Canadian Feature Film Award at the Toronto International Film Festival)  
and THIS IS NOT A MOVIE, Yung Chang’s revealing documentary 
portrait of international journalism’s fearless foreign correspondent, 
Robert Fisk. The selection also includes Louise Archambault’s poetic 
AND THE BIRDS RAINED DOWN, the story of three aging hermits 
living ‘off the grid;’ Nicole Dorsey’s debut feature, BLACK CONFLUX, 
an original coming-of-age drama set in a small town in Canada’s  
easternmost province, Newfoundland; RED SNOW, an intense war 
drama by Marie Clements about an Indigenous Canadian soldier  
captured by the Taliban while serving in Afghanistan; and Monia 
Chokri’s A BROTHER’S LOVE, an offbeat comedy about a sister and 
brother who have a decidedly unique filial bond.  
 
Open your eyes. There is much to see.
 
Get ready for 2020 vision, Canadian style. 

Follow us on Facebook at @CanadaNowFilm 
www.CanadaNowFestival.com

CANADA NOW is presented by Telefilm Canada in partnership with 
the Consulate General of Canada in New York City and with the 
support of Air Canada.

Antigone



FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 6:15 PM

AND THE BIRDS RAINED DOWN/ 
IL PLEUVAIT DES OISEAUX   
Director: Louise Archambault
2019 | 127 MINUTES | FRENCH WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Director Louise Archambault will be present for Q & A.

In this meditative drama about time and friendship, award-winning director Louise  
Archambault (Familia, Gabrielle) weaves together the stories of three aging hermits who 
have left their former lives and gone ‘off the grid’ into the Quebec landscape. Living 
in a remote forest near a lake, Tom, Charlie, and Ted pass the time by tending to their 
neighbor’s cannabis crop, swimming, singing, and reminiscing. Their peaceful pastoral 
existence is soon shattered by a sudden death of one in their group, and by the arrival of 
two women: a young photographer who wants to know more about the troubled pasts 
of these hermits, and an elderly woman who spent most of her life institutionalized and 
is now looking for solace in nature. Meanwhile, wildfires are threatening the region and 
encroaching on what was their idyllic life away from the modern world. Within its quiet, 
intimate personal dramas, And the Birds Rained Down delivers a poetic, elegiac study 
of intertwined lives and destinies, where love can happen at any age. It also features a 
star-studded ensemble cast of legendary Quebec actors, including Remy Girard,  
Gilbert Sicotte, Louise Portal, and Andrée Lachapelle.

►Selected as one of TIFF Canada’s Top Ten of 2019

►Official Selections: Toronto, San Sebastian, Vancouver, Montréal (FNC), Palm Springs

“A deceptively gentle rural drama with an ecological slant and a tone that darkens as 
it advances, And the Birds Rained Down ends up delivering far more than it initially 
promises.” Jonathan Holland, The Hollywood Reporter

Born in Montréal, Louise Archambault has a Master of Fine Arts in film from Concordia 
University. Archambault’s impressive short film, Atomic Saké (1999), announced the arrival 
of an impressive new talent. Her feature films are Familia (2005), winner of the Best 
Canadian First Feature Award at TIFF, and the international hit, Gabrielle (2013), which 
captured the Canadian Screen Award for Best Film, as well as several other prestigious 
awards. 
 

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 7:00 PM 

GUEST OF HONOUR
Director: Atom Egoyan
2019 | 105 MINUTES | ENGLISH, ARMENIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Director Atom Egoyan and actor Arsinée Khanjian will be present for Q & A.

Internationally acclaimed veteran auteur filmmaker Atom Egoyan (The Sweet Hereafter, 
Adoration, Remember) returns with a complex, absorbing family drama about a father- 
daughter relationship wrestling with past traumas that inform present circumstances. Jim 
Davis (played brilliantly by David Thewlis) is a health inspector in Hamilton, making sure 
restaurants are up to health code standards. His daughter, Veronica (Laysla De Oliveira), 
a high school music teacher, has been recently incarcerated for inappropriate behaviour 
with students. Jim is convinced that she is innocent, but his efforts to reduce her sentence 
are blocked by Veronica’s mysterious refusal to cooperate. In the midst of trying to  
understand his daughter’s attitude, Jim channels his energy and frustration into his work, 
with some unsettling results and, as always in Egoyan style, some startling revelations.

►Official Selections: Venice, Toronto, Vancouver, London, Busan

“In a completely absorbing human drama. […] While these are not mysteries in the 
conventional sense, it does make sense that Egoyan is a great admirer of Alfred Hitchcock,  
who had a similar fascination with hidden things being revealed. […] David Thewlis and 
Laysla De Oliveira are both brilliant in their extremely challenging, carefully nuanced 
roles.” Monica Reid, Far Out Magazine

Prolific, versatile, internationally acclaimed filmmaker Atom Egoyan was born in Cairo and 
raised in Victoria, BC. In addition to his filmmaking, he has directed theatre and opera 
productions around the world, as well as creating many multi-media art installations. 
His feature films include: Speaking Parts (1987), The Adjuster (1991), Exotica (1994), 
The Sweet Hereafter (1997), Ararat (2002), Adoration (2008), Chloe (2009), Devil’s Knot  
(2013), The Captive (2014) and Remember (2015). 



FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 9:00 PM 

A BROTHER’S LOVE/
LA FEMME DE MON FRÈRE
Director: Monia Chokri
2019 | 117 MINUTES | FRENCH WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Director Monia Chokri will be present for Q & A.

Sophia is 35 years old, single, and facing that dreaded mid-life crisis. After failing to 
secure a position in a university Philosophy Department due to some controversial 
elements of her dissertation, she needs to re-examine her life decisions to this point. 
Since her part-time job managing a community centre art gallery isn’t enough to pay 
for her own apartment, Sophia ‘temporarily’ moves in with her beloved older brother, 
Karim. Given their intense sibling relationship, he’s more than happy to share his place. 
This seemingly unbreakable bond will be suddenly put to the test, however, when 
Karim falls head over heels in love with Sophia’s doctor, Eloïse. Her existential crisis 
aside, there’s a more immediate one staring Sophia down: where’s she going to live  
now that Karim’s life is radically changing? Her life will go in unexpected new directions. 
An insightful wry, and quirky comedy, A Brother’s Love was the opening film at the  
Un Certain Regard section at Cannes and is a smart, sassy debut feature from writer-
director Monia Chokri. 
 
►Official Selection: Cannes (Opening Film, Un Certain Regard)
 
“[…] A Brother’s Love certainly does confirm Chokri as a directorial talent to watch with 
something to say.” Boyd van Hoeij, The Hollywood Reporter
 
“Full of astutely droll observations, Chokri’s script lends relatable credence to the film’s 
sharp situational comedy.” Caroline Tsai, The Playlist

Monia Chokri began her film career in acting, studying at Montreal’s Conservatory of 
Dramatic Arts. She has acted in numerous films, including those directed by Denys  
Arcand and Xavier Dolan. Chokri made her debut as a director with the short film  
Quelqu’un d’extraordinaire (2013), which won the prestigious Prix Jutra in Québec  
for Best Short Film.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 4:30 PM 

RED SNOW
Marie Clements
2019 | 95 MINUTES | ENGLISH 

Director Marie Clements will be present for Q & A.

This striking, stylish debut feature by Marie Clements offers an intense, dramatic perspective  
on modern warfare. Red Snow revolves around Dylan, a Gwich’in soldier from the Canadian  
Arctic serving in Afghanistan. Captured in a deadly ambush, he is imprisoned and inter-
rogated by a ruthless Taliban commander. This interrogation triggers in Dylan powerful, 
painful memories of his past involving the love and tragic death of his Inuit cousin, Asana. 
While in captivity, Dylan also befriends a Pashtun family who, like him, desperately want 
to flee from the brutal realities of life under the Taliban. Together they conspire to escape 
their captors and soon embark on a long, arduous trek to freedom. Alternating between 
past and present, the arid landscapes of Afghanistan and the vast snowy vistas of Canada’s  
arctic, Red Snow is a journey of the mind, heart, and spirit as well as a thrilling odyssey 
across a dangerous, war-torn territory. 

►Festivals: Vancouver (Most Popular Canadian Feature Award), 
   Edmonton (Best Canadian Feature: Dramatic), Calgary,  
   LA Skins Fest (Best Achievement in Film)

“[…] Marie Clements delivers an enthralling thriller that’s as poignant as it is pulse-
quickening.” Vancouver International Film Festival

Marie Clements is a multiple award-winning Canadian Métis playwright, performer, 
director, producer and screenwriter. Born in Vancouver, this multi-talented artist has 
written works for theatre, performance art works, multi-media, radio, television, and film. 
Her other films include The Language of Love (2013), Pilgrims (2013), Number 14 (2016),  
The Road Forward (2017), Looking at Edward Curtis in the Pacific Northwest (2018). 



SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 7:00 PM

ANTIGONE
Director: Sophie Deraspe
2019 | 109 MINUTES | FRENCH WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Director Sophie Deraspe will be present for Q & A.

Writer-director Sophie Deraspe’s incisive ‘liberal adaptation’ of the Greek tragedy by 
Sophocles is the daring story of one young woman’s passionate commitment to make 
the world a better place, even if it means sacrificing herself. An Algerian-born teenager 
growing up with her immigrant family in Montréal, Antigone’s (a stunning, luminous  
performance by Nahéma Ricci) world is shaken when her oldest brother is killed by 
police and her other brother arrested; if convicted, he will face deportation. Antigone 
soon invents a fearless, dangerous plan to free him: but can it succeed? As Antigone’s 
predicament intensifies and the consequences of her actions spiral out of control, the 
film deftly incorporates urgent and explosive contemporary questions of immigration 
and belonging, social media and identity, and the possibilities of idealism.  

►Selected as one of TIFF Canada’s Top Ten of 2019 

►Winner, Best Canadian Feature Film at the Toronto (TIFF) 
►Canada’s Oscar entry Best International Film 2020
►Official Selections:  Toronto, Vancouver, Montréal (FNC), Busan
“Writer/director Sophie Deraspe’s loose adaptation retains a fascination with the ties  
and responsibilities of family, but also develops into a timely reflection on the refugee 
experience. An ambitious, wide-ranging drama destined to appeal to serious-minded 
audiences, Antigone’s international profile will be raised by its selection as Canada’s  
Oscar candidate and by the award for best Canadian feature at TIFF.”  
Allan Hunter, ScreenDaily

After studying visual arts in Austria, Sophie Deraspe majored in French literature and 
film studies at the Université de Montréal. Graduating with a B.A., she worked as a trainee 
in the directing department on several Québec feature films.  Her short films include  
Solitude dans la foule (2000), Pierre Gauvin, un moine moderne (2007), and La part du 
déterminisme (2011). Deraspe’s feature films include Missing Victor Pellerin (2006), Vital 
Signs (2009), The Wolves (2015) and, The Amina Profile (2015). She also is a co-director  
of the collective film, The Seven Last Words (2019). 

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 9:00 PM 

BLACK CONFLUX
Director: Nicole Dorsey
2019 | 100 MINUTES | ENGLISH 

Director Nicole Dorsey will be present for Q & A.
 
Set in small town Newfoundland in 1987, Nicole Dorsey’s stylish debut feature revolves 
around the lives of two very different misfits. Intelligent and creative, Jackie Dunphy  
(Ella Ballentine in a striking performance) is a promising high school student with a bright 
future, but she struggles with both her damaged family’s past and her own confusing 
present. Raised by her aunt and haunted by Dunphy family failures, Jackie tries to fit in 
by partying and skipping school, all by way of carving out her own identity. In another 
part of town, meanwhile, Dennis Smarten (Ryan McDonald) is a socially awkward, slightly 
menacing man with a troubled personal history who can’t seem to hold down a steady 
job and who has unsettling fantasies about women. He, too, in his own dark way, is 
searching for a place to belong in a society that excludes him. When their lives intersect, 
both of them will be changed forever. An astute, perceptive character drama, Black  
Conflux is an impressive, assured first feature by a talented writer-director. 
 
►Selected as one of TIFF Canada’s Top Ten of 2019

►Official Selections: Toronto, Halifax, Vancouver, Santa Barbara
 
“The lives of two emotionally damaged small-town misfits slowly converge in Canadian  
writer-director Nicole Dorsey’s accomplished debut feature […] Black Conflux is a constant  
visual delight […] it is plainly the work of a skilled filmmaker with ample future potential.”  
Stephen Dalton, The Hollywood Reporter
 
Born in Toronto and a BFA graduate from Ryerson University, Nicole Dorsey has directed  
five short films: Ivadelle (2009), Pop the Grapes (2013), Dennis (2015), Star Princess (2015),  
and Arlo Alone (2018).  Black Conflux is her debut feature film.
 



SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 4:30 PM 

THIS IS NOT A MOVIE    
Director: Yung Chang
2019 | 106 MINUTES | ENGLISH 

Director Yung Chang will be present for Q & A.

This fascinating, intimate portrait of British journalist Robert Fisk may be about a single 
journalist, but it’s also an intelligent and valuable documentary about how — now more 
than ever — credible, reliable journalism in general is crucial to understanding our  
tumultuous world. Acclaimed documentary filmmaker Yung Chang (Up The Yangtze) 
follows Fisk’s storied and often dangerous career, from his early coverage of the  
‘Troubles’ in Northern Ireland to the various, ongoing, and intense Middle East conflicts 
from the Israeli-Palestinian tensions to recent events in Syria. Despite what could be 
described as decades of disillusioning world events, many of which he has covered up 
close, Robert Fisk remains passionate and committed to journalism, and is an articulate 
commentator on how knowledge and awareness is produced in what can often be very 
and sometimes dangerously biased media.

►Official Selections: Toronto, London, DOC NYC

“A timely and essential film for the era of Fake News, the latest from Yung Chang  
(Up the Yangtze) follows legendary foreign correspondent Robert Fisk, who has spent 
a lifetime exposing the truth in war zones where, as the saying goes, truth is the first 
casualty.” Steve Gravestock, Toronto International Film Festival

“Yung Chang’s documentary about British journalist Robert Fisk is complex and cinematic.” 
Norman Wilner, NOW Magazine

Yung Chang is the director of Up the Yangtze (2007), China Heavyweight (2012), and 
The Fruit Hunters (2012). He is currently completing a screenplay for his first dramatic 
feature, Eggplant, for which Chang was selected to participate in the prestigious 
Sundance Labs. Chang’s films have screened at many international film festivals and 
captured numerous awards. 
 

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 7:00 PM

ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF NOAH PIUGATTUK
Director: Zacharias Kunuk
2019 | 111 MINUTES | ENGLISH, INUKTITUT WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Film will be introduced by Tom McSorley, CANADA NOW Curator.

Set in 1961 on Canada’s far northern Baffin Island, Zacharias Kunuk’s latest drama is a 
quietly riveting tale drawn from the historical reality of the attempted forced relocation 
and cultural assimilation of Canada’s Inuit Indigenous peoples. The film revolves around 
Noah Piugattuk and his nomadic Inuit band who live and hunt as their ancestors have 
done for millennia in the vast snowy landscapes. During one hunting trip, proceedings 
are interrupted by the unexpected arrival of an Inuit translator and a white government 
employee, known as ‘Boss.’ Dispatched by the Government of Canada, Boss wants to 
convince Noah and his band to move to a settlement far from their traditional lands.  
Their intense conversation, translated with varying (and amusing) degrees of accuracy, 
is both dramatic and illuminating about the processes of, and strategies of resistance to, 
the forces of colonization. Mesmerizing.

►Selected as one of TIFF Canada’s Top Ten of 2019

►Official Selections: Toronto, Vancouver, Montréal (FNC)

“Directed by Atanarjuat: The Fast Runner’s Kunuk, One Day in the Life of Noah Piugattuk  
illustrates Inuit-colonial relationships brilliantly.” Kelly Boutsalis, NOW Magazine

“One Day in the Life of Noah Piugattuk is a comedy of manners that is no laughing 
matter. The latest film from Zacharias Kunuk (The Fast Runner, Searchers) sees Inuit-settler 
relationships humorously and tragically lost in translation.” Pat Mullen, POV Magazine

Based in Nunavut, Inuit filmmaker Zacharias Kunuk burst onto the international film 
scene with his astonishing first feature film, Atanarjuat/The Fast Runner (2001), capturing 
the Caméra d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival. His other feature films include The Journals 
of Knud Rasmussen (2006), and Maliglutit/Searchers (2016), which was part of the CANADA  
NOW program in 2017.
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13
7:00 PM 
GUEST OF HONOUR
Director Atom Egoyan and actor Arsinée Khanjian will be present for Q & A.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14
6:15 PM
AND THE BIRDS RAINED DOWN/ 
IL PLEUVAIT DES OISEAUX
Director Louise Archambault will be present for Q & A.

9:00 PM
A BROTHER’S LOVE / 
LA FEMME DE MON FRÈRE
Director Monia Chokri will be present for Q & A.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15
4:30 PM
RED SNOW
Director Marie Clements will be present for Q & A.

7:00 PM
ANTIGONE
Director Sophie Deraspe will be present for Q &.A.

9:00 PM
BLACK CONFLUX
Director Nicole Dorsey will be present for Q & A.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16
4:30 PM
THIS IS NOT A MOVIE
Director Yung Chang will be present for Q & A.

7:00 PM
ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF NOAH PIUGATTUK
Film will be introduced by Tom McSorley, CANADA NOW Curator.

2020 U.S. TOUR
A CANADA NOW film selection will be available for bookings by theatres, 
art house cinemas, festivals, film societies and educational institutions.
BOOKING INFORMATION
DADA FILMS
MJ Peckos, mj@dadafilms.net
Maggie Cohen, maggie@dadafilms.net
TELEFILM CANADA
Brigitte Hubmann, brigitte.hubmann@telefilm.ca

Program notes written by CANADA NOW Series Curator, Tom McSorley,  
Executive Director of the Canadian Film Institute.


